
DILIGENCE
“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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A Heritage

“So you think time passes slowly??? Just wait until you get to be my age. It’ll go

fast then.” Have you ever heard those words before — perhaps from a parent or

grandparent when you were a child? Some of us are old enough that we’ve even

repeated something similar to our our own children. Reaching an age where we have

lived more years than we expect to have in our future might create a sense of urgency

in some of us to accomplish certain things before the rest of those days have passed.

Contemplating the fact that our time on this earth is drawing shorter and shorter

may cause some of us to think of those whom we expect to see in heaven that have

preceded us in death. It is however, more relevant for us to think of those whom

we might be able to influence in this life who are not yet Christians so that — if

we precede them in death, we’ll be able to welcome them into the haven of rest.

Our expectation of an eternal home in heaven is based on God’s Word. Those who

have been redeemed by the blood of the Lamb are a part of an eternal fellowship

with God — and with each other — that was created by the wonderful gift of

the sacrifice of His Son.

“We proclaim to you what we have seen and heard, so that you also

may have fellowship with us. And our fellowship is with the Father and

with His Son, Jesus Christ.” (I John 1:3 NIV)

Again, this fellowship is not only with God and His Son Jesus Christ, but also

with the throngs of people who have been redeemed by the blood of Christ —

including all of those who have preceded us in death — as well as all of those

who will follow. As great as any earthly accomplishment might be, nothing can

compare with the eternal value of one soul that is turned toward a restored

relationship with God and therefore becomes a part of that eternal fellowship.

As we grow older and time seems to pass more and more quickly, does it sometimes

seem that more and more of our close associates and friends are passing away —

perhaps even at an alarming rate? Well, that is of course a result of the natural aging

process taking its toll on our peers. The older we get, the more funerals we seem

to attend. It’s just a part of aging. But this process can sometimes fill our hearts

with a sense of desperation. We begin to be more aware that the days are growing

fewer and fewer when we might still have a chance to reach some special friend or

loved one with the message of salvation — but how can we do that? Perhaps we feel

like we’re in somewhat of an impossible situation — knowing the days are numbered

yet at a loss as to how to do anything about it — sort of like being all dressed

up and nowhere to go.
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started making it a part of their week to invite others into their home just to talk

— maybe over coffee and cookies or an ordered in pizza — and just talk?

Probably small talk at first, but maybe the more serious things later — the things

that really bother those around us — the things that keep them awake at night.

What if we helped our neighbor or the person in the pew next to us slow down

enough to convince him or her that we actually do care about the things that

concern him or her. We used to — as a society — have far more opportunities to

get to know people on a deeper level than we do nowadays. Today, we just don’t

take the time — we don’t have the time. And unfortunately, when we do take the

time to get together with others, far too often we pull out the latest board game, a

deck of cards or turn on the big screen TV and watch the “big game.”

Many of the guides to evangelism stress the point that we must show we care before

we can share the Gospel. What greater good could be accomplished than letting

the lost learn that someone really cares about them — just through talking — just

through reviving the art of conversation? But wait a minute — the art of the

kind of conversation we’re talking about here — the kind that will convince others

that we really care about their specific pain, may not be as much about talking

as it is about listening. If we’re going to convince others that we’re seriously

interested in them, we’re going to have to be prepared to talk about 30% of the

time and listen about 70% of the time. That’s nice you say, but how do we get

someone to talk 70% of the time we spend with him or her? Perhaps we could

begin by asking open ended questions anytime we have the opportunity.

Questions like; “what are your kids up to nowadays?”; “how do you feel about

that?”; “so what kind of things is your job throwing at you lately?”; “what do you

think about (this or that current event)?” If you know they are of some particular

faith, ask them where they go to church. Then when they name a denomination,

say “really, you know I’m a New Testament christian so I don’t know very

much about most of the denominations. Tell me about some of your beliefs.”

Jesus frequently used the “ask a question idea” in His ministry to start a conver-

sation. Remember the woman at the well (John 4:4-26)? He opened a conversation

with her just by asking for a drink of water. We can all do the same things Jesus

did. All we have to do is make the effort and set aside the time. We may have to

miss a TV show or two — but consider it an investment — an investment in

eventually being able to welcome someone we care about into the eternal haven

of rest if we should happen to precede him or her to eternity.

If we take the time to renew the art of conversation, our heritage as Christians

may possibly be a legacy of lives changed by the Gospel instead of merely

some physical representation on this earth. Let us pray that it may be so.
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is a moment to reflect. It might be problems relating to one’s children or marriage,

or financial worries relating to retirement, health issues, perhaps even fear of

death itself because of the uncertainty about one’s relationship with God, or dis-

appointment with the accomplishments made during one’s life, difficulties on

the job or any number of other things that can cause pain during quiet times.

So how might we be able to convert this to a way to share the Gospel with friends

or loved ones with whom we’ve been unable to do so in the past? Well, it doesn’t

take a scientific survey or some great analytical study to determine that people

are living much too fast. Children are growing up way to quickly because parents

are attempting to not only have their children leap tall buildings in a single bound

but also do so themselves. Each generation is attempting to out distance the prior

generation in material things and it appears that to some extent that is being

accomplished, but at what price? We suppose the next several articles could be

dedicated to a discussion of exactly what that price might be but for now, we’re

going to focus on just one specific thing that we believe is causing it to be much

more difficult for each of us to share the Gospel than it used to be in days past.

What is that one thing? Well, how many of us remember the long, hot summer

evenings sitting on the porch talking across the yard to our neighbors — or visiting

across the fence with a neighbor after we had hung the laundry on the clothes

line — or taking a break from the push mower and having a glass of cold water

while talking to the “guy next door?” Do you see the thread through these

examples? We don’t talk to people anymore. Even on those occasions when we’re

with family, too often the time is consumed with watching television, playing

video games or perhaps hidden in a room away from the family surfing the web

for the latest shopping bargain. Simply sitting and talking has been replaced by

almost everything. Those hot summer evening are now spent in the air condi-

tioned house watching the latest DVD or favorite television series. The noise of

the power mower limits contact with our neighbor to nothing more than a casual

wave at best. We’re hidden in the laundry room folding the clothes from the

electric or gas dryer. Then on the weekends there’s the cleaning to do, the iron-

ing to finish, the yard to mow and the groceries to get. Time to just casually and

frequently talk to a neighbor??? — not now!

Much could be accomplished if Christians would reintroduce the art of conversation.

Not surface level, group conversation that occurs at most larger events such

as church fellowships, etc. but actually sitting for awhile and talking about

things that are important — talking often and long enough to break through the

guarded small talk that only consumes the few minutes between the other things

we’re doing. It is entirely possible that the person next door to you or the person

in the pew next to you has some sort of pain in his or her life. It is also entirely

possible that the person next door to you or in the pew next to you has so much

pain that he or she has sought the counsel of a professional just to listen to him

or her talk about that pain. What do you think might be the result if Christians

It seems that the majority of people today strive to leave their mark on the world

in a physical way — perhaps have a room named after them because of some

great deed or donation — or perhaps build a big business that employs hundreds

of people — or maybe even take pleasure in all the people they have met and

helped over the decades of their life. Maybe it’s the nice family they’ve raised

that now has families of their own. We surely can’t argue that any or all of these

things are good and worthy of their efforts. Some of these goals are in fact what

each of us should strive to accomplish as good Christian citizens, parents,

employers, employees, etc.. Yet it just seems that the spiritual side of the lives

of those special friends or loved ones whom we would like to reach is simply

not something with which they are concerned. So we lay aside our desire to

share the message of salvation with them as an impossible situation.

“Come now, you who say, ‘Today or tomorrow we will go to such and

such a city, spend a year there, buy and sell, and make a profit’; whereas

you do not know what will happen tomorrow. For what is your life? It is

even a vapor that appears for a little time and then vanishes away.”

(James 4:13-14 NKJV)

As we age and much of what we had set out to do has either already come to

pass or soon will, this passage comparing our life to a vapor that appears only

for a moment becomes more of a reality than an imaginary picture. Will it be

said of us that there is a greater legacy of the physical or will there be a host of

people to follow us into God’s rest because of the seeds we plant while we are

here? What will our Christian Heritage be?

As long as God allows this world to stand, there will be opportunity to welcome

souls into His kingdom. So how do we extend the Gospel to a world that is fast

moving, generally has little interest in spiritual things, is self indulging and

where there is even an expanding disbelief in Scripture as the inspired Word of

God? Well, even with all of these things being true, the marching orders of our

Lord and Savior have not been recalled. He didn’t promise  us a world without

adversity in which to spread the Gospel. We are to —

“Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the

name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them

to observe all things that I have commanded you;....” (Matt. 28:19 NKJV)

The marching orders and the message  is clear so our task of reaching friends

and loved ones isn’t impossible. We just need to figure out how to do it.

A novel idea was recently  presented during a lunch meeting. Although it was

not specifically concerning sharing the Gospel, it was nevertheless applicable to

reaching the lost. The idea centered around recognizing that in this life, just

about everyone experiences pain of some sort — in one way or another.

Regardless of how wonderful those around us may portray their life to be, there

is almost always pain that surfaces when the busyness of the day ends and there
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